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Abstract

We introduce a natural distributed model for analyzing
the survivability of distributed networks and network rout-
ing schemes based on considering the effects of local con-
straints on network connectivity. We investigate the compu-
tational consequences of two fundamental interpretations
of the meaning of local constraints. We consider a full-
duplex model in which constraints are applied to edges of
a graph representing two-way communication links and a
half-duplex model in which constraints are applied to edges
representing one-way links. We show that the problem of
determining the survivability of a network under the full-
duplex model is NP-hard, even in the restricted case of sim-
ply defined constraints. We also show that the problem of
determining the survivability of network routing under the
half-duplex model is highly tractable. We are able to effec-
tively determine fault-tolerant routing schemes that are able
to dynamically adapt to withstand any connectivity threats
consistent with the constraints of the half-duplex model.
The routing scheme is based on a multitree data structure,
and we are able to generate optimal multitrees of minimum
weighted depth. We also investigate an optimization prob-
lem related to achieving survivable network routing using
a small sets of retransmission or landmark sites. Although
the associated optimization problem is NP-hard, we show
that sufficiently dense graphs can achieve survivable rout-
ing schemes using a small sets of landmarks. We prove an
associated extremal result that is optimal over all graphs
with minimum degree�.

1 Introduction

In this paper we address the problem of fault-tolerant
network communications in terms of effective strategies for
providing routing schemes that are able to tolerate network

faults and/or the reduction of communication bandwidth.
The survivability of network routing schemes must be ap-
proached somewhat differently from traditional topological
notions of survivability of networks based on graph con-
nectivity. Cutsets of a network have long been used as a
tool for analyzing network reliability and survivability[7, 8].
Characterizing properties of classes of fault configurations
is an interesting yet difficult problem, since in most reason-
able fault models, the complete enumeration of (cutset) fault
configurations results in combinatorial explosion.

In this paper we investigate the consequences of fault
configuration models characterized by local distributed
properties. We analyze the computational complexity of
two fundamental variants on the interpretation of fault con-
figurations defined by local constraints. In the first inter-
pretation, called thefull-duplex model, edges model two-
way communication and edge faults produce communica-
tion loss in both directions. In the second interpretation,
called thehalf-duplex model, edges model one-way com-
munication and edge faults produce communication loss in
only one direction.

We show that problem of determining the survivability
of network routing under the full-duplex model is NP-hard,
even in the case of highly restricted local constraints. In
fact, the problem remains NP-hard for local constraints that
permit at most one edge fault at each node. However, for the
half-duplex model we can completely and effectively deter-
mine network routing survivability givenany set of local
constraints. In addition, we can determine the effect local
constraints have on shortest fault-tolerant path distance be-
tween any pair of vertices.

Our approach is to provide an algorithm that generates a
survivable routing scheme based on a multitree data struc-
ture. A multitree routing scheme stores a set of parent point-
ers for forwarding packets at each node of the network.
Multitree routing schemes based on independent trees were
studied in [9, 2], and multitree routing schemes based on
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acyclic orientations were studied in [1]. In this paper we
show how to generate optimal multitrees of minimum depth
with respect to any given collection of locally defined con-
straints in the half-duplex model. Our results generalize the
results reported in [1] on algorithms for maximum capac-
ity multitree routing scheme. The algorithm we give here
for obtaining optimal depth multitree routing tables is based
on a generalized version of Bellman-Ford shortest-path al-
gorithm, and due to its localized label-correcting nature is
applicable in dynamic network environments.

Finally, we investigate an optimization problem related
to finding small sets of landmark sites that can facili-
tate fault-tolerant multitree-based communication schemes.
These landmark sites are analogous to retransmission nodes
used in certain network applications such as multicasting.
The problem we study is that of finding a small number of
landmarks so that fault-tolerant communication is guaran-
teed to the landmarks from each of the remaining fault-free
nodes in the network. The landmarks must then commu-
nicate among themselves, through other channels or by re-
transmission, to achieve global communication. Although
the general optimization problem is NP-hard, we are able to
show that sufficiently dense graphs always have small sets
of landmarks. We prove an extremal result that is optimal
over all graphs with minimum degree�.

The results reported in this paper on network routing sur-
vivability using local constraint models can be interpreted
and applied to a number of areas of network management;
particularly for networks which can be usefully modeled
with half-duplex links, e.g., certain internets and mobile ad-
hoc networks. First, by analyzing a range of possible local
constraint or bandwidth reduction scenarios, we can deter-
mine a worst-case level of integrity in a given network. This
is possible by testing whether a certain set of constraints
can produce disconnection. Conversely, the techniques can
determine an operational level which must be maintained
to guarantee connectivity (or distance bounds), for exam-
ple when determining schedules for downtimes of network
components. This may be particularly useful in large dis-
tributed networks where it may be impossible to precisely
characterize the global data traffic, but where local traffic
statistics may be readily available.

2 Formal Framework

We formalize our distributed, local-constraint model for
survivability as follows. We consider networks as multi-
graphsG, or equivalently simple graphs with edges labeled
with positive integer weights. We begin with a collection
of local constraints� = f�vjv 2 V g, one constraint func-
tion �v for each nodev in the network. In general, con-
straint functions may be arbitrary locally defined (boolean)
functions; however, for simplicity we will often focus on

an important special case in which each�v is defined by a
threshold function on the capacity of local edge sets. When
�v is such a threshold function, we writej �v j as the value
of the threshold function.

A set of edgesE0 is said tosatisfy� if the setE0 is
consistent with� (that is, the set does not violate any local
constraint�v, for anyv); otherwise we say the setE0 fails
to satisfy or violate�. With threshold functions we use the
interpretation that local edges sets of cardinality at or above
the valuej�v j violate the constraint, and satisfy otherwise.

A networkG is �-survivableif it has the property that
any edge setE0 that satisfies� can be removed from the net-
work without disconnectingG, i.e.,G � E0 is a connected
subgraph ofG. We define the�-distancefrom vertexv to
vertext to be the worst case over all edge setsE0 satisfying
� of the shortestvt-path distance in the graphG � E0. If
there is a edge setE0 satisfying� whose removal separates
v andt, then we say the�-distance from vertexv to vertex
t is infinite.

In the full-duplex (resp., half-duplex) model networks
are composed of edges representing two-way (resp., one-
way) communication links. In the next two sections we
show that the computational complexity of determining
whether a network is�-survivable is critically different for
these two models.

3 Survivability in Full-duplex Model

In this section we consider the computational complex-
ity of determining whether a network is�-survivable in the
full-duplex model. We show that the�-SURVIVABILITY
problem, that is the problem of testing whether a network is
�-survivable, is co-NP-hard, and this result holds when� is
a highly restricted collection of functions. In particular the
problem remains co-NP-hard when each�v is a threshold
of at most one on the cardinality of (faulty) edges at each
vertex.

Theorem 1 Given a collection� of local constraints, the
problem of determining whether a network is�-survivable
is co-NP-complete. Further, the problem remains co-NP-
complete when local constraints are restricted to constant
threshold functions.

This result follows immediately by showing that the
problem of determining whether there exists a setE0 of
independent (matching) edges in graph, such thatE0 is
also a disconnecting set is an NP-complete problem. Let
MATCHING-CUT define the following decision problem:
given a graphG and pair of verticess; t, does there exist an
independent set of edges that separates andt.

Proposition 1 The MATCHING-CUT problem is NP-
complete.
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Figure 1. The partial structure ofG�, for � = (x; y; z)_
(x; y;w).

Proof. Clearly, MATCHING-CUT is in NP. We now show
that a restricted EXACT3-SAT problem reduces to the
MATCHING-CUT problem. EXACT3-SAT asks if a 3-sat
formula has a truth assignment in which exactly 1 of the
3 literals per clause is true. EXACT3-SAT remains NP-
complete when instances are restricted to contain only pos-
itive literals [6].

Take such an instance�, from which we will construct
a graphG�. For each clause(x; y; z) create a graph of the
boolean 3-cube where each dimension of the cube is associ-
ated with a unique variable of the clause. Consider antipo-
dal corners of each cube, and denote these corners as top
t(x;y;z) and bottomb(x;y;z). Link all top corners (one for
each clause) together in a large clique with a vertexs, and
likewise do this for all bottom corners with vertext. For
each variablex, create an edge labeledex. For each 3-cube
associated with a clause containingx, link the edgeex in
a four cycle containing the top corner vertex and the ver-
tex along the dimension associated withx; see for example
Figure 1. This completes the construction ofG�

We now claim that� is in EXACT3-SAT iff G� is in
MATCHING-CUT. Suppose we have a 1 in 3 satisfying as-
signment for�. Then we can obtain a matching-cut ofG�

as follows: in each 3-cube remove all edges associated with
the unique true variable. This edge set is a matching that
separatess and all top corners fromt and all bottom cor-
ners.

Conversely, suppose we are given a matching cut ofG�.
This cut cannot separatet and the set of bottom corners, nor
can it separates and the set of top corners, since they are
contained in large cliques. Hence, the cut must separate all
bottom corners from all top corners. But this can only be
done by separating every cube with a matching. But such a
matching naturally defines an exact 1 in 3 truth assignment
for �. 2

4 Survivability in Half-duplex Model

Although the problem of determining whether a network
is �-survivable is co-NP-hard even for highly restricted
constraint functions, we are able to show in this section
that for local constraints� defined in the half-duplex model
(that is, where local constraints are restricted to one-way
communication links) we can efficiently solve the problem
of determining if a network is�-survivable, even when the
local constraints are arbitrarily complex. Furthermore, we
determine the precise effect such local constraints have on
the length of shortest paths in the network (in the worst
case).

Given a set of local constraints, we provide an algorithm
that generates a fault-tolerant routing scheme that is able to
withstand any collection of simultaneous faults, so long as
they are consistent with the local constraints. The routing
scheme is based on amultitreedata structure. Such struc-
tures can effectively be used for fault-tolerant routing in
communication networks that rely on local routing tables
that associate with each destination a parent link on which
to forward messages to the destination. Typically in net-
work routing, a single set of parent links is used to form a di-
rectedsink treefor each destination sink [3, 4, 5]. However,
tables based on a single tree suffer from the fact that they
do not provide a full representation of the entire network,
and therefore are vulnerable to faults and other dynamic
network changes. In previous work [1] we studied mul-
titree generalizations of sink tree schemes, and examined
how acyclic orientations of the underlying network could
be used to derive such multitree schemes. The multitree
schemes achieve fault-tolerance by applying routing tables
that store sets of parent pointers and, unlike the the sink-tree
model, is able to dynamically and obliviously route around
faults and congestion. In this paper we extend the work in
[1] by showing how to generate optimal, survivable multi-
trees of minimum depth given any collection of locally de-
fined constraints in the half-duplex model. We say a multi-
tree scheme is�-survivable, if in the presence of any fault
configuration consistent with�, there exists a fault-free tree
path to the sink remaining in the collection. We prove the
following result.

Theorem 2 Given a graphG with a destination vertext,
and a collection� of local constraints in the half-duplex
model, there is anO(n2) algorithm that computes the�-
distance from each vertexv to t, and furthermore yields an
�-survivable multitree routing scheme which achieves the
minimum depth�-distance for routing.

Proof. To determine the distance optimal�-survivable mul-
titree routing scheme, we introduce the notion of an�-
complement dag, or simply a�c-dag. An�c-dagD to t is
defined as ast-connected subdigraph ofG with the property

3
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that the out-neighborhoodN+
D (v) of each vertexv inD fails

to satisfy the constraints defined by�v. The depthd(D) of
an�c-dagD is defined as the longestvt-path length inD
over all verticesv.

The association of�c-dags with multitree routing
schemes is an obvious one. An�c-dagD to t of depth
d, can be used to implement a�-survivable routing scheme
that always successfully routes along paths of distance at
mostd. This follows since any fault configuration consis-
tent with� could never isolate a node ofD, and further-
more, any path from a vertexv to t generated usingD has
length at mostd.

Let d� be the minimum depth over all spanning�c-dag
to t. We now give an algorithm which returns a spanning
�c-dagD to t with depthd�. The algorithm works by com-
putingdv , the�-distance from vertexv to vertext, for each
vertexv in the graph. At the same time we computedv ,
we also generate the edges in an�c-dag which are used
to achieve fault-tolerant routing paths of length at mostdv
from v to t. To do this we use a generalization of tradi-
tional shortest path algorithms. We now present a gener-
alization based on the Bellman-Ford algorithm, however,
we remark that a generalization based on Dijkstra’s algo-
rithm is also possible. Analogous to the traditional algo-
rithms, our algorithm works successfully for positive edge
weighted graphs; however for simplicity we sketch the steps
for the unweighted version.

First, initialize dt = 0, and setdv = 1 for all v for
which fvtg is a singleton edge that violates the constraints
of �v , and setdv = 1 otherwise. Now loop forjV j � 1
iterations: in each iteration select those verticesv that are
not finitely labeled. For each such vertex, consider the set
of local edgesN 0(v) joining v to vertices that are finitely
labeled,N 0(v) = fvv0jv0 is finitely labeledg. If N 0(v)
violates the constraints of�v then setdv = i .

The proof of correctness of the procedure follows by in-
duction on the number of vertices. The procedure maintains
the invariant that after theith iteration all verticesv that are
labeleddv � i have the property that the�-distancedv
from v to t is no more thani.

This invariant is clearly true after Step 1. Suppose this
invariant is true after theith iteration. Now suppose, for
the sake of contradiction, that there exists a vertexw which
was not labeled in thei + 1st iteration, but for which the
�-distancedw (fromw to t) is i or less. The out-neighbors
of w in D must have�-distancedw equal toi or less. By
the inductive hypothesis these neighbors are labeled by the
algorithm with valuesi or less. Hence, the algorithm would
have labeledw with i+1 or less, a contradiction. The proof
of the theorem now follows.2

The following minimax result is an immediate corollary
of Theorem 2.

Corollary 1 The minimum over all�c�dagsD of the max-

imum length of anvt-path inD is equal to the maximum
over all edge setsE0 that are consistent with the constraints
� of the minimum length ofvt-paths in the graphG withE0

removed,

min
�c�dags D

fmax length of vt-path inDg

= max
E0j=�

fmin length of vt-path inG�E0g:

2

5 Landmark Location for Survivable Rout-
ing

In this section we investigate an optimization problem re-
lated to achieving survivable network routing using a small
collections of retransmission or landmark sites. Here we re-
strict ourselves to the problem of achieving the survivable
routing to the landmarks from each of the remaining nodes
in the network. Once the set of landmark sites are identi-
fied, completing global communication then requires only
that the landmarks communicate among themselves, which
can be accomplished either through auxiliary channels or by
retransmissions through the existing network. The problem
of locating such landmark sites is particularly important for
vulnerable networks, i.e., networks which may become dis-
connected by faults consistent with the local constraints of
a given model.

We show in this section that the general landmark lo-
cation optimization problem is NP-hard. However, we are
able to show that sufficiently dense graphs always have
small sets of landmarks that achieve survivable routing. To
show this we prove an extremal result that is optimal over
all graphs of with minimum degree�.

Let G = (V;E) be a graph equipped with a collection
of local constraints�. Let C � V , and defineGC to be
the graph obtained fromG by adding a new vertexvC and
new edges(vC ; u), for eachu 2 C. We say thatC is a�-
survivable coverif the graphGC has a�-survivable multi-
tree scheme. Our interest is finding the smallest setsC such
thatC is a�-survivable cover.

Let SURVIVABLE COVERdenote the decision problem
for graphs that asks the question: for a given integerk and
a given collection of constraints�, does the graphG have a
�-survivable coverC such thatjCj � k?

Proposition 2 The problemSURVIVABLE COVER is NP-
complete. The problem remainsNP-complete when� is re-
stricted to a collection of threshold functions.

Proof: ClearlySURVIVABLE COVERbelongs to the class
NP, since for a givenC we can verify ifC is a�-survivable
cover by computing a�-survivable multitree scheme for
GC in polytime using the algorithm of the previous section.

4
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We reduce the vertex cover problem for regular graphs
which is NP-complete [6] toSURVIVABLE COVER. An in-
stance of the vertex cover problem is a graphG and an in-
tegerk; the problem is to determine if there exists a sub-
set of verticesV 0 of size at mostk such that each edge is
incident with a vertex inV 0. Consider an instance of the
SURVIVABLE COVER problem given by the graphG and
collection of constraints� consisting of uniform threshold
functions�v, wherej�v j = ��1. The Proposition follows
with the observation thatG has an�-survivable coverC iff
C is a vertex cover forG. 2

Although the previous result shows finding a minimum
set of landmarks for survivable routing is NP-hard, we can
in polytime find aminimal�-survivable cover. Such min-
imal sets are readily computable by repeatedly removing
arbitrary elements until we determine the remaining set is
not a�-survivable cover. We now prove an upper bound on
the size of any minimal�-survivable cover in terms of the
minimum degree� of the graph and the sum of the threshold
valuesj � j =

P
v2V j �v j.

Theorem 3 If G = (V;E) is a strict graph with minimum
degree�, and� is a collection of locally defined threshold
functions, then there exists a setC � V , such thatC is a�-
survivable cover andjCj � j� j=(1+ �). Furthermore, this
bound is best possible over all graphs of minimum degree�.

Proof. The proof of the upper bound is an immediate con-
sequence of Lemma 1 given below. To see that the result
is best possible, consider the graphG that is the disjoint
union of n=(� + 1) complete graphsK�+1, and let� be
a uniform collection of thresholds with eachj �v j = k.
Clearly, any�-survivable cover must havek vertices in
each complete graph of the disjoint union. Hence, the min-
imum cardinality setC such thatC is a�-survivable cover
is kn=(� + 1) = j � j=(1 + �). 2

We remark that in the following Lemma we prove a
somewhat stronger result then the theorem requires by con-
sidering the degrees of vertices in the minimal set rather
than just the minimum degree� in the graph.

Lemma 1 If C � V is any minimal�-survivable cover,
thenjCj � j � j �

P
u2C deg(u).

Proof. SupposeC = fu1; u2; : : : ; ujCjg is a minimal sur-
vivable cover. For each1 � i � jCj, defineGi � G to
be the largest subgraph ofG for which the initial subset
Ci = fu1; u2; : : : ; uig is a�-survivable cover forG0. Note
thatG0 = �, andGjCj = G.

We now define a sequence of mappingsl0; l1; : : : ; lc that
are used to count how well vertices are covered by each
initial subsetCi of C. Eachli : V ! f0; 1; 2; : : :g, where
l0 � 0, and eachli is defined inductively as follows: for

eachi � 1:

li(v) =

�
j �v j if v 2 V (Gi)

jN(v) \ fu1; u2; : : : ; uigj otherwise

SinceGjCj = G, we haveljCj(v) = j �v j, for each
v 2 V � C. Also for eachv 2 V � C, the difference
li(v) � li�1(v) = 1 if v 62 Gi�1 andvui 2 E(G).

SinceC is minimal, it follows thatui 62 Gi�1, and fur-
thermore thatui has fewer thanj �ui j neighbors in the set
Gi�1 [ C. Thereforeui has at leastdeg(ui) � j �ui j + 1
neighbors outside the setGi�1 [ C. Each of these neigh-
bors contributes to a difference inl values. Thus we have
the sum of differencesX

v2V�C

(li(v) � li�1(v)) � deg(ui)� j �ui j+ 1:

Now we sum this over all1 � i � jCj, and we obtain
the the following inequality

X
1�i�jCj

(
X

v2V�C

(li(v)�li�1(v)) �
X

1�i�jCj

(deg(ui)�j�ui j+1)

The double sum on the left is telescoping and equal toP
v2V�C(ljCj(v)) =

P
v2V�C(j �v j). Hence we have

that X
v2V�C

(j �v j) �
X

1�i�jCj

(deg(ui)� j �ui j+ 1):

Simplifying and collecting terms we have

jCj � j � j �
X
u2C

deg(u):

The lemma and the theorem now follow.2

6 Conclusion

We introduced in this paper a new distributed model for
network survivability. We showed that the general problem
of determining the survivability of a network under simple
local constraints is co-NP-hard. We showed that a closely
related model of local constraints, called the half-duplex
model is highly tractable. In fact, we showed how to effec-
tively construct optimal strategies for fault-tolerant routing
with respect to such constraints. The routing strategy con-
sisted of the construction and application of multi-parent
routing tables that are survivable under all fault configura-
tions satisfied in the model. The work in this paper can be
easily extended to deal with more complex fault models by
analyzing the effects of a combination of several different
local constraint models�1;�2; : : : ;�k using a probability
distribution over these models.

5
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6.1 Game Theoretic Interpretation

The problem of determining survivable routing schemes
in the half-duplex model can be cast in terms of a two-player
game played on a network involving a router and a blocker.
Consider anst-path game, where the router has the objec-
tive of moving a packet from a source nodes to a destina-
tion nodet using the fewest (or least cost) edges; and, the
blocker has the objective of inhibiting (or maximimizing the
cost of) the movement of that packet. The payoff of a play
of the game is the length of thest-path (or walk) achieved
by the router. We define theadversarial distanceto be the
value of the game, i.e., the expected payoff under optimal
mixed strategies. Particular games are defined by the set of
prescribed rules that the players must follow in thest-path
game; here one can associate the (directed) local constraints
as the set of rules on the blocker. Once a game is defined, we
consider the algorithmic complexity of determining a solu-
tion for thest-path game, or in other words, determining
optimal strategies for the router and the blocker.

Given a graphG = (V ;E), a source nodes and a desti-
nation nodet, and a collection of local constraints�, con-
sider thest-path game defined by� = (G; s; t;�). A fixed
blocker strategybs and a fixed router strategyrs determine
a play of� that achieves a payoff denoted byp(bs; rs). The
routing distance (or upper value) of the game� is given by

rd� = min
rs

max
bs

p(bs; rs);

that is, the minimum over all routing strategiesrs of the
maximum over all blocking strategiesbs of the payoff
p(bs; rs). Likewise, the blocking distance (or lower value)
of the game� is given by

bd� = max
bs

minrs p(bs; rs);

that is, the maximum over all blocking strategiesbs of
the minimum over all routing strategiesrs of the payoff
p(bs; rs). Since the game is played with perfect informa-
tion, it follows from basic game theory that these distance
are all equal, i.e.,ad� = bd� = rd�. The results of Sec-
tion 4 allow us to algorithmically determine this adversarial
distance.

Corollary 2 There is an efficientO(n2) algorithm that
computes the adversarial distancead� from s to t in any
st-path game.2
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